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1 Introduction









$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(.\cdot\frac{\rho c^{\mathit{2}}+_{l}J}{C^{\underline{)}}-\mathrm{t}^{\supseteq}},\cdot\iota_{i}’)+\sum_{k\cdot=1}.’\frac{\partial}{\partial_{\backslash }r_{k}}$
.
$(. \frac{\rho c^{2}+p}{C^{\underline{)}}-\mathrm{t}^{12}}\mathrm{t}!i\mathrm{t}’ k$. $+l^{\delta)}\prime ik=0,$ $i=1,2,3$ .
Here $c$ denotes the $\mathrm{s}_{1}$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ of light, $p$ the pressule, $(\mathrm{c}_{1}" v_{2,1_{3}}’)$ the velocity of the
$\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}_{\mathrm{t}1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}_{1^{)\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}(1\mathrm{e},$
$\rho$ the lnass-energy density of the fluid (as measured in units of
mass in a refefellce frame lnoving with the fluid particle) and $\iota^{2},’=\tau_{12}^{222}’+\mathrm{t}^{f}+v_{\}}.\cdot$ .
The fluid is assumed to be $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1)}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ , which lneans that the equation (1.1) is
to be supplelnentecl with the $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}_{1}1\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of state
(1.2) $p=p(\rho)$ ,
where $p(\rho)$ is a given function of $\rho$ only.
For the case of one space dilllension, Slnoller and $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{e}\ln_{1^{)}}1\mathrm{e}[\overline{l}]$ constructed
global weak solutions to (1.1) for the $\mathrm{i}|\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}}}$ case $p(p)=n^{2}\rho$ with $0<n<$
$c$ , and $\mathrm{c}^{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}[1]$ for the case $p(\rho)=a^{2}\rho^{\gamma}$ with $a>0$ and $\gamma>1$ .
In our previous $\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{a}}1^{)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}}[6]$ , the existence of local slnooth solutions was
proved for three space $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}$ . with $p(\rho)=a^{\underline{)}}\rho,$ $0<a<c$ . Our objective
here is to extend this results to the general equation of state (1.2), under the
sole asstlllption that
$p(/J)\in c\propto(p_{*}, \rho*)$ ,
(1.3)
$p(\rho)>0$ , $0<_{l^{J’}}(\rho)<c\cdot\underline{\cdot)}$ for $\rho\in(\rho_{*}, \rho^{*})$ ,
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$\backslash \backslash \cdot \mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}/j_{\mathrm{x}}$ and $p^{\mathrm{x}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}(\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}\iota(\mathrm{h}$ that $0\leq p_{*}</J^{*}\leq\infty$ . Note $\mathrm{t}_{\}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}$
if $p(/J)=0^{2}p^{-}’$ . then $\beta*=0$ while $\rho^{\mathrm{x}}=\infty$ if $\wedge j=1$ and $(J^{*}=\{\mathrm{c}^{\mathit{2}}/(\gamma(\{)\underline{)}\}^{1/-1)}(7$
if $\wedge/>1$ .
We $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}$. the iuitial value $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}$ to (1.1) with the initiA $((\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$
(1.4) $\{$
$/J|_{t=0}=p0(X)$ ,
$\iota_{i}’|_{t=0}=\mathrm{t}_{0}!i(_{1}.\cdot)$ , $i=1,2,3$ .
The lnain result of this paper is,
Theorem 1.1. Assume (1.3) $fo’\cdot p(\rho)$ . Suppose that the $\prime in^{i}it\prime ial$ data $p_{0}$ and
$(\iota_{0102\cdot 03}!, \iota’ l’.)$ belong to the locally nniform Sobolev space $H_{Ill}^{S}=H_{l(}^{\mathrm{q}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{R}^{3}$ ), $S\geq$
$3,$ $([’.\mathit{3}])$ and that $t_{\text{ }}herC$ ex’ist a $pos\prime it\prime i^{2}\mathrm{t}\prime e$, constant 6 $s\prime uffi_{C}\prime iCntl\prime y$ small so $tl\iota af$,
$p$. $+\delta\leq\rho(I)\leq\rho^{*}-\delta$ ,
$?^{2}|(0 \cdot?\cdot)=\mathrm{t}_{01(X)}^{\mathit{2}}’.+\iota’.\frac{.)}{0}\mathit{2}(.\mathit{1}^{\cdot})+\iota\uparrow.(03l\cdot)2.\leq(1-\delta)c\cdot 2$,
hold for all $x\in \mathrm{R}^{3}$ . Tleen, the Canchy problem (1.1), $(l.\prime l)$ and (1.4) has a
$\prime uniq\iota le$ solution $satiSf_{J^{\prime i}}\mathrm{t}ng$
(1.5) $(\rho. \iota_{1}"\iota_{\underline{)}}’\cdot. \iota’.\cdot;)\in L^{\infty}(0, T;H_{\mathrm{t}ll}^{\})\cap C(1^{\mathrm{o}}, \tau]\backslash H^{S})l_{oC}\cap C^{1}([0, T]\backslash H_{l}^{\mathrm{c}}\mathrm{Q}oc-1)$,
$\prime w^{i}ithp\mathrm{x}<\rho(.?\cdot, \dagger)<\rho^{*}$ and $\iota^{2}’(\sim 1^{\cdot}, \dagger)<c^{2}$ , and $moreo\prime le\uparrow\cdot$ .
(1.6) $(\rho, \iota_{1}"\iota_{\mathit{2}}" 1_{3}’)\in C([0, T];H_{ul}s-\epsilon)\cap C^{1}(1^{\mathrm{o},T}];H_{ul}^{S}-1-\epsilon)$,
$fo7^{\mathrm{Y}}$ any $\epsilon>0$ . Here $T>0$ depends only on $\delta$ and the $H_{l^{\backslash }\downarrow l}\mathrm{s}$ -norm of the init,ial
data.
As in [6], we shall prove the $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\Gamma \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}$ by sylnnletrizing (1.1) and $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}1^{)}1\mathrm{y}-$
ing the $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{S}^{- \mathrm{L}\mathrm{x}}\mathrm{a}-\mathrm{I}’\backslash \mathrm{a}\uparrow 0$theory [3], [5] of $|\mathrm{s}\}^{\gamma}\mathrm{m}111\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}|$) $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ systelns.
$\mathrm{A}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ to Godunov [2], a suitable symmetrizer can be collstru( $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ if a
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}_{\Gamma}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}1_{Y}$ convex $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1\mathrm{y}}$) function exists. In .\S 3, it is shown that $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{h}$ an en-
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}_{1^{)}}!$
. function $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}|\mathrm{S}$ for (1.1), and in \S 2, the synlnuetl$\cdot$izer it induces is dis-
cussed. Finallv in ,$\uparrow 4$ , the non-relativistic linlit of the solutions to (1.1) as
$c\cdotarrow\alpha$; is shown to be a solution of the non-relativistic Euler equation with
the salne equation of state (1.2).
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2 Symmetrization
Theorem 1.1 (all be $1$) $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ if there is a $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}$nge of variables
(2.1) $\vee\sim=(\rho, v_{1}, v_{2},1’ 3)^{\tau}arrow \mathrm{t}\iota=(?\mathit{1}_{0}, n_{1}, u_{2,1_{3}})^{T}$ ,
$\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}(\mathrm{h}$ reduces the system (1.1) to a $\mathrm{s}_{3^{\gamma}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\ln$ of the fomi
(2.2) $arrow 4^{0}(u)\frac{\partial_{1l}}{\partial t}+,\sum_{=1}^{3}A^{p}(u)\frac{\partial u}{\partial x_{t}}.\cdot=0$,
whose coefficent matrices $A^{\mathrm{o}}(u),$ $\mathrm{n}=0,1,2,3,$ $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}$’ the $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{u}$
(i) they are all teal symmetric and smooth in $n$ , and(2.3)
(ii) $A^{0}(u)\prime is$ positive definite.
The $‘ \mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{J}}\prime \mathrm{s}\uparrow \mathrm{e}111(2.2)\mathrm{S}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{S}\mathfrak{b}$ ’ing (2.3) is called a synlmetric hyperbolic system,
see [3]. [5]. $\iota\iota^{7}\mathrm{e}$ clainl that for (1.1), one of such cllanges of variables is given
by
(2.4) $\{$
$u_{0}$ $=$ $-. \frac{C^{3}I1e^{a)}\prime \mathrm{t}/\prime)}{(\rho c^{\mathit{2}}+p)(c^{\mathit{2}}-lf2)^{1/}2}.+c^{2}$ ,
$u_{j}$ $=$ $\frac{cI1^{-}e^{\emptyset}(\rho)}{(/JC^{\mathit{2}}+p)(C^{2}-\mathrm{t}’)^{1/}22}\mathrm{t}_{j}^{1}$ , $j=1,2,3$ ,
where
(2.5) $o( \rho)=\int^{\rho}\frac{c^{2}}{\rho c^{2}+p(\rho)}d\rho$ , $I_{1}’=C^{2}\overline{\rho}+p(\overline{\rho})$ ,
$\overline{p}^{[)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ an arbitrarily fixed $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}l$) $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ in $(\rho_{*}, p^{*}).$ Tlle derivation of (2.4), based
on the idea of Godunov [2], will be presented in \S 3. Here we shall $\mathrm{c}1_{1\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{k}$ the
condition (2.3). To this end, we shall find the nlatric$\cdot$es $A^{\alpha},$ $\alpha=0,1,2,3$ .
$\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}1.\backslash ^{\gamma}$. First, note $\mathrm{f}_{\Gamma \mathrm{O}}\mathrm{n}1(2.4)$ that
$l’ 2= \frac{c^{4}}{(c^{2}-\iota l_{0})2}ll\underline{.)}$ , $\iota\iota^{\mathit{2}}=\iota\iota_{1}^{2}+?l_{\mathit{2}}.\cdot 2+tl_{3}^{2}.\cdot$
Substituting this into the first equation of (2.4) and putting




$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\cdot \mathrm{e}\Phi’(\rho)=-I_{\mathrm{t}}’\mathit{1})(’)/)\mathrm{c}\lrcorner\phi(/^{y)}/(\rho c^{2}+p)^{2}<0\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\ln(2.5)$ alld (2.6), (2.7) $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}$ be
solved $\iota\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}(1^{\mathrm{u}}\mathrm{e}1\backslash ’ \mathrm{f}_{0}\backslash \text{ }1\rho\in(p_{*}, \rho^{*})_{1)\Gamma \mathrm{O}}\iota r$ idecl
(2.8) $\Phi(\gamma)^{*}-0)^{\mathit{2}}<(1-\frac{u_{0}}{c^{\mathit{2}}})^{\mathit{2}}-\frac{\{(\underline{)}}{c^{2}}<\Phi(\rho_{*}+0)\underline{)}$.
Thus, the $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}_{1}$) $(2.1)$ defined with (2.4) is a diffeomorphisnl $\mathrm{f}\Gamma \mathrm{O}\ln$
(2.9) $\Omega_{\approx}=\{\rho_{*}<p<\rho^{\mathrm{x}},$ $\iota’.<C\mathrm{I}\underline{)}\mathit{2}$
onto
(2.10) $\Omega_{u}=$ { $u_{0}<c^{\mathit{2}}$ , (2.8) holds.}.
Aftel$\cdot$ a ,$\mathrm{s}^{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}11\mathrm{t}|$) $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}$ tedious $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}1^{)\iota \mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$, we find t,he coefficients $44^{\mathrm{o}}(?l)=$
$(A_{\mathit{3}\gamma}^{\mathrm{o}},),$ $\mathrm{c}\downarrow,$
$\beta,$ $\gamma=0,1,2,3$ , as follows :
$A_{00}^{0}$ $=$ $- 4_{1}\Psi(\rho)$ , $A_{0i}^{1)}=A_{i}^{0}0-=4_{2}\Psi(p)_{1_{?}}’\cdot$ ,
$\mathrm{s}4_{\mathrm{i}j}^{0}$ $=$ $arrow 4_{3}\Psi(\rho)\mathrm{t}_{i}’ \mathrm{t}_{j|}’+A_{4}\Psi(\rho)\delta_{j}.$ ,
(2.11)
$\wedge 4_{00}^{C}$ $=$ $.4_{2}\Psi(\rho)$ , $-4_{0\mathrm{i}}^{(}=.4(A_{;}=.\cdot\Psi(_{f^{j).(}}i0’ l+A\ulcorner J\iota_{i}\iota’\Psi\rho)\delta_{i\ell}$,
$A_{ij}^{\ell}$ $=$ $A_{\}}.\cdot\Psi(p)1_{i}’ \mathrm{t}_{j}’ 1_{t}^{\uparrow+A_{4}}\Psi(p)(l_{i}’\delta jr+\iota_{ji})\delta_{i\mathit{1}}+\iota’\gamma\delta_{j})$,
for $i,j,$ ( $=1,2,3$ , where
$\Psi(p)=\frac{1}{I\mathrm{c}^{r}}(pc^{-}’+p)^{2)}e^{-\emptyset 1\rho}$ ,
and
$\wedge 4_{1}=.’.\frac{\mathrm{r}^{4}+3p’\iota\prime^{\underline{)}}}{\prime^{3}p(_{C^{2}}-\iota 12)3/2}.\cdot$ , $d4_{2}=, \frac{c^{4}+2p^{\prime 2}C+_{I^{)’}}.\mathrm{t}12}{c^{3}p(c^{2\underline{)}}-v)^{3/\underline{\cdot)}}}..$ ,
(2.12)
$A_{3}=, \frac{c^{2}+3p’}{cp(C^{2}-1^{1})^{3/2}2,1}$ , $arrow 4_{4}=.\frac{1}{c(\mathrm{r}^{\mathit{2}}-\iota^{1})^{1}2/2}$ ,
$A_{r_{)}=}.\overline{(.(p\mathrm{r}\cdot 2+p)(_{C^{2}-1^{2}}:)1/^{\underline{y}}\cdot}$
.
These coefficellts can be calculated by the $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}_{1}1$ rule and the $\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}$





It is $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}(2.11)$ tllat the matrices $- 4^{\mathrm{o}}(n)$ are all real svmlnetric$\cdot$ and
$\mathrm{s}_{1}$ ooth in $\Omega_{\approx}$ , and hence in $\Omega_{u}$ . To see that $\mathrm{a}4^{0}(\uparrow)$ is positive definite. let
$—=(\xi_{0}, \xi)^{T}\in \mathrm{R}^{4}|)\mathrm{e}$ a 4-vector with $\xi\in \mathrm{R}^{3}$ . We should $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}$te the inner
$1)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}(111(.\mathrm{t}$
$(\mathrm{a}4^{0^{\cdot}2}(\mathrm{t}l)^{-}--|---)=\Psi(\rho)\{\mathrm{a}4_{1}\xi^{\frac{\cdot)}{0}+A}22\xi 0(v|\xi)+A_{s}(v|\xi)+A_{4}\xi^{2}\}$ ,
$-4_{j}\mathfrak{s}_{)\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ those in (2.12). In the same way as in [6], we $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$ get an estimate




. $=’.. \frac{(c^{2}-\mathrm{t}^{\mathit{2}})1/2(c-4p\prime v)2\Psi(p)}{C^{3}(c^{4}+3\mathrm{t}!^{2}p)},$ ,
which implies that $(2.3)(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ is also satisfied in $\Omega_{u}$ sillce (1.3) is fulfilled. Thus,
(2.2) with (2.11) for the elelnents of the matrices $A^{o}(u)$ is a svllllnetric hyper-
bolic $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}$ , which entails the existence of snlooth local solutions to (2.2),
thanks to the $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathfrak{c}1\Gamma \mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{S}-\mathrm{L}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{X}^{-}\mathrm{I}’\backslash \mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}$theory $[3],[5]$ . Since (2.4) is a diffeolllor-
phisln, we can go back from(2.2) to the original $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\ln(1.1)$ to conclude
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\Gamma \mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}1.1$.
3 Strictly convex entropy function
In this section, we shall follow Godunov [2] and explain llow to find out the
change of variables (2.4). First of all, we rewrite (1.1) in the forln of the
conservation laws,
(3.1) $u_{t}’+ \sum_{h\cdot=1}^{\}}(f^{k}(u’))_{x_{k}}=0$ ,
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where $n’=(\mathrm{t}’ 0, \{\{’ 1\cdot \mathrm{t}’\underline{\cdot)}, u’ 3)T$ and $f^{k}(n’)=(n_{k}" f^{k}1’ f_{\mathit{2}}k, f_{3}^{k})^{T}$ are clefined by
$\iota\iota_{0}’=\underline{.},\cdot\frac{pc^{2}+l^{J}}{C-l^{1\mathit{2}}}.-\frac{p}{c^{\underline{)}}}.$ $u \prime_{j}=.\frac{pr^{2}+p}{C^{\mathit{2}}-1^{1}2}1_{j}^{1}$ ,
(3.2)
$f_{i}^{k}.= \frac{pc^{2}+p}{C_{-}^{2}-\mathit{1}^{|\mathit{2}}}.\mathrm{t}’ i1\uparrow k+p\delta_{ik}$.
A scalar fuction $\eta=\uparrow 7(n’)$ is called an $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\Gamma \mathrm{o}_{1^{)\mathrm{V}}}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}11$ to (3.1) if there
exist scalar $\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}11\mathrm{s},$ $q^{k}=q^{k}(u’)$ , $k=1,2,3$ , satisfying
(3.3) $D_{\mathrm{t}1},\eta(u’)Du\cdot f^{k}(n’)=D_{u}.’ q^{k}$ .
Then, the $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}1111\mathrm{U}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}}\mathrm{n}$ variable $\mathrm{u}$ can $|$ ) $\mathrm{e}$ given $|$ ) $\mathrm{y}$
(3.4) $\iota\iota=(D_{u}.\gamma l)^{T}$ .
For the detail, see Godunov [2] or $\mathrm{I}^{\vee}\backslash \mathrm{a}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}1\mathrm{a}- \mathrm{s}1_{1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{t}}1\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}[4]$ .
Now, we shall solve (3.3). To this end, it is convenient to $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}$ )$\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{y}\approx=$
$(\beta, \mathrm{t}_{1}"\iota_{\mathit{2}}" v_{3})$ , instead of $uf$ of (3.2), as the independent variables in (3.3). This
is possible since $D_{-,-}n$ ) is regular;
$\det D_{\approx}u’=\frac{(\rho c^{2}+p)(C^{4}-}{c^{2}(C^{\mathit{2}}-[^{1})\underline{)}}.>0$,
which $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ by noting
$\frac{\partial uf0}{\partial p}=B_{1}$ , $\frac{o_{\iota t^{1}0}}{\partial\iota_{j}1}=B_{2}\mathrm{t}_{j}$”
(3.5)
$\frac{\partial u_{i}}{\partial p},=B_{3^{\mathrm{t})}i}$ , $\frac{\partial\iota \mathrm{t}i}{\partial_{1_{j}^{1}}’}=B_{2}v_{i^{\mathrm{t}+B\delta}}|j4ij$,
where
$B_{1}=. \cdot\frac{c^{\mathit{2}}+p’}{c^{2}-\iota^{\mathit{2}}},-\frac{p}{c^{\mathit{2}}}.$ $B_{2}=. \frac{2(\rho c^{2}+p)}{(c^{\mathit{2}}-1\prime^{\mathit{2}})^{2}}.$ ,
$B_{3}=. \frac{c^{\mathit{2}}+p’}{c^{2}-\mathrm{t}^{|\mathit{2}}}$ , $B_{4}=‘ \frac{\rho c^{2}+p}{c^{2}-\mathrm{t}^{f}\mathit{2}}.$ .
Thus the $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\approxarrow u$ ’ is a ($1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{o}\Gamma \mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}}\mathrm{s}$ in a $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{l}$) $\mathrm{O}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{l}\cdot 1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}$ of each




$e_{00}=\mathrm{r}\cdot-,(c2+\iota^{2}’)E_{1}$ , $e_{0j}=-2\mathrm{r}^{\mathit{2}}.E1^{\mathrm{p}}’ j$ ,





In view of (3.2) alld (3.6), (3.3) $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}$ now be rewritten as




$=(D_{-}-\iota l’)^{-1}D_{-}- f^{k}=(C\mathit{3})ka,\alpha.’.;=0,1,2,3$ ,
are given by
$c_{0}^{\mathrm{A}}.=C^{2}C110’\iota.$ , $c_{i}^{k}=0-c_{1}c2\mathrm{c}’ i\iota’ k+C2\delta_{k}j$ ,
$c_{0j}^{k}=^{c_{3\iota i}}\delta.$ , $c_{ij}^{k}=C4^{\iota}’ i\delta kj+?!_{k}\delta_{ij}$ ,
with
(3.8) $c_{1}=C_{il}= \frac{c^{2}-p’}{\frac{c_{2^{-}}^{4}c(\rho cp\mathit{9}_{-+)}^{\{}}{c^{4}-\iota^{2}p’}},,$,’,
$C_{4}=’ \frac{p(_{C^{\mathit{2}}}-\mathrm{t}’)2}{c^{4}-\iota^{2}p}.,,$ .
$C_{\underline{)}}.=.. \frac{p’(c^{2}-\iota 1)\mathit{2}}{\rho \mathrm{r}^{\underline{)}}+p}$,
Let us solve (3.7) for $(|l, q^{1}, q, q^{3})2$ . A quick $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$‘ shows that (3.7) cos-
titutes 12 equations for 4 unknowns, that $\mathrm{i}|\mathrm{s}$ , it fornls an over-determined
system. $\backslash \mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}11\sim\lambda 11$ look for the ssolution of the forlll
(3.9) $\prime l=H(p, y)$ , $q^{k}$
.
$=Q(p, y)\iota\prime k.$ ,
where
$y=\iota^{2}’=\mathrm{t}_{1}\prime \mathit{2}+\tau_{2}’.2+?\prime^{2}3$ .






$C_{j}\iota_{)\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ as in (3.8). $\mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}11}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{V}$, we have still an over $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{C}\Gamma \mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}1^{\Gamma}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}111$.
$\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}1\backslash ^{r}\mathrm{e}\backslash \cdot \mathrm{e}1^{\cdot}$, making (3.11) $\cross(p\mathrm{c}^{2}+I^{J)-}(3.12)\cross(c^{\underline{\gamma}}-p’)$ and llsing (3.10), we
get a single $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\uparrow \mathrm{i}(11$ for $Q$ :
(3.13) $2(c^{\mathit{2}}-y)p’Qy=(\rho c^{\mathit{2}}+p)Q_{\rho}-(c\cdot-\underline{)}p)\prime Q$ .
On the other llallcl, it follows $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}$)$\ln(3.10)$ that there shotllcl exist a $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}$
$G=G(/))$ of $\rho$ only such that
$H=Q(\rho, y)+C7(\rho)$ .
Substitution of $\mathrm{t}11\dot{\mathrm{L}}\mathrm{S}$ into (3.11), togethel$\cdot$ with (3.13), then yielcls
$\rho C_{\tau_{\rho}}=.\frac{c^{\mathit{2}}.-\mathrm{t}/}{pc^{\underline{)}}+p}Q-\frac{c^{2}-y}{c^{2}}Q_{\rho}$ ,
or putting $q=(c^{2}-y)Q$ ,
(3.14) $C_{\tau_{\rho}}= \frac{1}{\rho c^{2}+_{l}},q-\frac{1}{c^{\mathit{2}}}.Cl\rho$ .
Since the left llancl side of (3.14) is a $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of $\rho$ only, $q$ llltst be of the
form
(3.15) $q=e^{\phi}[(\rho)g(\rho)+h(y)]$ ,
where $\phi(\rho)$ is as in (2.5) while $g$ and $h$ are arbitrary functions. Substituting
(3.15) into (3.13) and separating the variables, we have
$\frac{pc^{2}+p}{p},\frac{clg}{cl\rho}-g=2(c-2y)\frac{dl_{1}}{d\iota/}+h=COl?sta\uparrow l\dagger$ ,
$\mathrm{w}1_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}$ can be easily solved as
$r_{l}$ $=$ $e^{\phi \mathrm{t}\rho)}[I\mathrm{i}\prime 1(C-\underline{)}y)^{1/2}+I’’1_{2}e’\rho)\psi(]$
(3.16)
$=$ $I_{\mathrm{t}_{1}}’(c-2y)^{1}/_{-}’ e^{\emptyset \mathrm{t}\rho})+\mathrm{A}’\underline{\cdot)}(\rho C^{2}+p)$,





$\overline{\rho}$ being as in (2.5). Now, (3.14) colnbincd with (3.16) gives $C_{\tau}’=-I\mathrm{i}^{\Gamma}\underline{\cdot)}p’/c^{2}$ ,
so that
(3.18) $C_{\mathrm{T}}=- \frac{I_{\mathrm{t}_{2}}’}{c^{\mathit{2}}}.p+\mathrm{A}_{3}’$ ,
$I1^{-}3$ [ $)\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ also an integration constant. In view of (3.16) and (3.18), we get
(3.19) $\eta=H=\frac{I_{\mathrm{t}_{1}}’}{(c^{2}-\iota\rangle)21/2}e^{c)\mathrm{t}\rho})+I_{\mathrm{t}_{\mathit{2}}}^{-}(\frac{\rho c^{\mathit{2}}+p}{c^{\mathit{2}}-v^{2}}.-\frac{l)}{c^{2}})+I_{\mathrm{t}_{3}}’$ ,
(3.20) $Q= \frac{\mathrm{A}_{1}’}{(_{C^{2}-}1^{\underline{)}})^{1}/2},\cdot e^{\Phi 1\rho)}+\frac{I\iota_{2}^{r}}{c^{2_{-}}\iota’-},(\rho c^{2}+p)$ .
For the later purpose, we wish to choose the constants $l\mathrm{i}_{j}’,$ $j=1,2,3$,
so that (3.19) converges, as $carrow\infty$ , to the entropy $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}$ for the non-
relativistic case,
(3.21) $\eta^{\mathrm{t}\infty)}=.\frac{1}{2}p\iota^{2}’+\rho\int^{\rho}\frac{dp}{p}-p$ ,
which can be obtained $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{i}_{11}$ the same $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\}^{\gamma}$ as (3.19). In view of (3.17),
$\Phi(/\supset)$ of (2.6) equals $e^{-\psi}(\rho)$ so that it can be expanded for large $c$ as
$\Phi(p)=1-\frac{1}{c^{2}}.\int_{\overline{p}}^{p}\frac{dp}{p}+o(C^{-4})$ ,
for $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{h}$ fixed $p\in(\rho_{*}, p^{*})$ . Insert this into (3.19) to deduce
$7l=$ $\frac{p+p/c^{2}}{(1-\iota)/2C^{2})1/\mathit{2}}.\{.\frac{\zeta I\mathrm{i}_{1}^{\vee}}{I\backslash }’+\frac{I\iota_{2}’}{(1-l’-/c^{\underline{)}})1/2},$‘
$- \frac{\mathrm{A}_{1}’}{cI\mathrm{c}^{-}}\int_{p}^{;)}\frac{dp}{p}-\frac{\mathrm{A}_{1}^{r}}{1}\prime O(_{C)}-3\}-\frac{I_{\mathrm{t}_{2}}’p}{c^{2}}+I_{\mathrm{i}_{3}}’$ ,
where $I1^{-}$ is as in (2.5). Therefore, the right choice is $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\dot{\mathrm{l}}$nd to $|$ ) $\mathrm{e}$
$I_{11}^{r}=-cI\backslash ^{r}$, $I_{\mathrm{t}_{2}}’=C2$ , $I_{\mathrm{t}_{3}=}’\mathrm{o}$ ,
with which (3.19) becomes
(3.22) $\eta=-\frac{cI_{1}’}{(C^{2\underline{)}}-1^{1)^{1/\underline{\cdot)}}}}.e^{\emptyset\{\rho)}+c^{2}(.\frac{\rho c^{2}+p}{c^{2_{-\iota)}2}}-\frac{p}{c^{\underline{)}}}.)$ .
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The $\mathrm{c}\cdot 1\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}$ of variables (2.4) was derived fronl (3.22) via the $\mathrm{f}_{0\Gamma \mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}1\iota}1\mathrm{a}(3.4)$
or
$u=((D_{-\iota\{}-))^{\Gamma-1}’)(D\sim\uparrow l-)^{I’}$
$\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}11)\mathrm{i}_{1}1\mathrm{Q}$($1$ with (3.6). Since the lllatrix $A0(1)$ is $1$)($\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ definite in $\Omega_{u}$ as was
shown in the $1^{)\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{C}}1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ section, the entropy ftln( $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}(3.22)$ is strictly $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}$
there.
4 Non-relativistic limit
In $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\cdot(\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ to study the linlit $carrow\infty$ , we cousider $c\geq \mathrm{c}_{0}$ with a fixed $c_{0}’$
sufficiently large and $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}’ \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}$ , without loss of generality, that (1.3) is satisfied
for all $c\geq c_{0}$ with the sallle constants $\rho_{*}$ and $\rho^{*}$ . For the sake of $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}^{1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}}$) $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{y}$,
we $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i},\mathrm{s}(\iota\iota\rangle \mathrm{S}\mathrm{s}$ onlv the $\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{a}|\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\rho^{*}<\infty$ . The case $\rho^{*}=\infty$ can be treated similarly.
Given $\delta>0$ sufficiently slllall, define
(4.1) $\Omega_{-}\sim(\delta, c0)=\{\rho*+\delta\leq\rho\leq\rho-*\delta, \mathrm{t}^{f}2\leq(1-\delta)c_{0}^{2}.\}$ .
Firstly, note that (2.4) is a $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}_{1^{)}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}$from the domain (4.1) onto
$\Omega_{u}(\delta, \mathrm{r}_{0}., c)=$ $\{u_{0}<C2$ , $(1- \frac{1l_{0}}{c^{2}})2-.\cdot\frac{u^{\mathit{2}}}{r_{0}^{2}(1-\delta)}\geq 0$ ,
(4.2)
$\Phi(p^{*}-\delta)^{2}\leq(1-\frac{\iota\iota_{0}}{c^{\mathit{2}}})^{2}-\frac{\iota\iota^{2}}{c^{2}}\leq\Phi(_{(j_{*}+}\delta)^{2}\}$ ,
cf. (2.9) and (2.10). Secondly, the lllatrices $44^{\alpha}(n)$ and all of their derivatives
are uniformly bounded in the donlain (4.2). Moreover, $t\backslash 0$ and ’$\mathrm{i}$ in (2.13) are
$\iota_{)\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ away from zero $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}}11\mathrm{y}$ there, as seen frollu
$\kappa_{0}=\frac{\rho}{\iota!^{2}+p\prime}+O(c^{-})2$ ,
$ti=p+o(C^{-2})$ .
This nleans that the $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{h}_{\mathrm{S}^{- \mathrm{I}’\uparrow}}\backslash \mathrm{a}\mathrm{o}$-Lax theorv applies for (2.2) $\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}_{0}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$
for all $c\geq c_{0}$ . Go $|$) $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{k}$ to (1.1), which is possible due to tlle diffeonlorphism
(2.4), to $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\cdot \mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}$
Theorem 4.1. Let $s\geq 3$ . For any fixed $4\mathfrak{h}I_{0},$ $c_{0}>0$ suffi$C’iently$ large and
$\delta_{0}>0$ sufficiently small, there exist positive constants $M$ and $T$ such that
for any $\prime in\prime it\dot{i}al^{-}.0=(\rho_{0}, v_{01}, v_{02,03}\iota’)\in H_{ul}^{s}$ satisfying
$||-.|0|_{H^{s}}ul\leq\Lambda\prime I_{0}$ , $\approx \mathrm{o}(.?\cdot)\in\Omega_{-,-}(\delta_{0,0}C)$ for any $x\in \mathrm{R}^{3}$ ,
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and for any $c\geq c_{0}$ . the $Caucl\iota ypr\cdot oble\iota(\mathit{1}.\mathit{1}),(\mathit{1}.\mathit{2})$ and (1.4) possesses a
unique $solut\prime i_{on}\approx=(\rho, \iota_{1}" v_{2}, \mathrm{t}_{3}’)bel_{on}g\prime ing$ to the class (1.5), (1.6) and satis-
fying
$||_{\sim}^{-}(\dagger)||_{H_{ul}^{S}}\leq\wedge \mathrm{t}I$ , $\vee-(\dagger, .\iota\cdot)\in\Omega_{-,-}(\delta_{0}/2, c_{0})$ for any $x\in \mathrm{R}^{3}$ ,
for almost all $t\in[0, T]$ .
Let us show that the $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\sim\vee$ thus $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}_{\mathrm{J}}\mathrm{t}_{1\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{i}11\mathrm{e}(1_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}}11\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}$ \’as $carrow\infty$ to the
solution of the non-relativistic Euler equation,
(4.3) $\{$
$\frac{\partial p}{\partial t}+.\sum_{k=1}^{3}\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{k}}.\cdot.(\rho I’ k)=0$
$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho\iota_{i}’)+\sum_{k=1}\frac{\partial}{\partial_{\backslash }x_{k}}3.(\rho\tau’ i\mathrm{t}!k+p\delta ik)=0$ , $i=1,2,3$ ,
with the same $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\approx 0$ .
The $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ variables for (4.3) associated with the entropy function




$\mathrm{s}\iota_{j}$ $=\mathrm{t}_{j}^{1},$ $j=1,2,3$ ,
and the resulting system is
(4.5) $A( \infty)0_{()1}u^{\mathrm{t}}\infty)\ell_{1}+\mathrm{t}\infty)\sum_{p_{=}1}A^{(}\infty)(’(u^{\mathrm{t}\infty)})\iota 3\iota_{x\ell}^{(\infty})=0$ ,
with
$a_{00}^{\mathrm{t}\infty)}= \frac{\rho}{p}0,$ , $a^{(\infty)0}i0 \zeta=l0i(\infty)0=\frac{\rho}{p},vi$ ,
$c \iota_{jj}^{\mathrm{t}}\frac{\rho}{p}\infty)0_{=\mathrm{t}\prime_{i}\mathrm{t}!+jp\delta_{\mathrm{i}j}},$ ,
for tlle nlatrix elenlellts of $\mathrm{s}4^{\mathrm{t}\infty}$ ) $0$ and so on. Between the $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}11\mathrm{S}\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$
(2.4) and (4.4), it holds that
$1l(_{-}^{-})=u^{(})\infty(\approx)+o_{(}C-\underline{\cdot)})$ ,
$\mathrm{z}4^{\mathrm{o}}(u(\approx))=A^{\mathrm{t}\infty)\alpha}(u(\mathrm{t}\infty)\approx))+o(c^{-2})$ , $\alpha=0,1,2,3$ ,
uniforlllly for $c\geq c_{0}$ and $\approx\in\Omega_{\approx}(\delta_{0}/2, c_{0})$ , which implies, together with the
$\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}$ properties stated before Theorem 4.1 and by the arguments in [6],
the $\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}$ convergence of the solutions $u$ of (2.2) to t.he $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}1_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{i}_{0}11$ of (4.5).
Again we can go back to (1.1) and conclude
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Theorem 4.2. Let $s\geq 3$ . $Tl\iota en$ , as $carrow\alpha:$ , the solution $\sim\sim of$ $(\mathit{1}.\mathit{1}),(\mathit{1}.\mathit{2})$
$and(l.\mathit{4})$ g’iven in $\tau l_{beo}7em\mathit{4}\cdot \mathit{1}$ converges to the solution $\sim \mathrm{t}\infty$ )$\vee$ to $(\mathit{4}\cdot f’)’|v\prime itl\iota$
$tl\iota e$ same $\prime in\dot{i}t\prime ial$ data. $\mathrm{r}\iota if_{\mathit{0}}\prime ll\prime y$ on the $t\prime ime$ interv$\prime al[0, T]\prime wit,l\iota Tspe.$. cified
’in $Tl\iota eo\uparrow\theta_{\text{ }}m\mathit{4}\cdot \mathit{1},$ $st?ongly$ in $H_{ul}^{e-\epsilon}$ for any $\epsilon>0$ .
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